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It is summer, dang it, and
you deserved a summery cover,
so I made one. (The basic
design criteria for AF covers
are just two questions: (1)
Does it say “archery” beauti-
fully? and (2) Does it speak to
what season we are in? I think
both of these are on the mark
with this cover photo courtesy
of our great friend in
Australia, Andy Macdonald.

But we are still in a form of
at least limited lockdown, so
we again tried to load up this
issue with articles that would
help if you were getting a mas-
sive case of cabin fever from
the current pandemic.

So, in this issue you will
hear from Simon Needham, of
Scotland, on practicing at
home. (Maybe I should say
practising at home.) Larry
Wise contributes an article on
how to use some of your
cooped up time to examine
and restructure your archery
goals. I offer a piece on how to
spend some of your confine-
ment time with a source of
high quality archery videos on
YouTube.

But, just so we don’t fall
into sounding like the “eat
your danged vegetables”
crowd, Tom Dorigatti is back
teaching us about how com-
pound bows evolved (we’re

getting close to when I start-
ed, so I remember some of
these “older” innovations).
Randi Smith, who I am spon-
soring for sainthood, contin-
ues with her series on
adaptions for disabled archers.
(I have been begging for peo-
ple to write on the topic for a
very, very long time.) Veronica
Soar continues her series on
“Helping the Helpers,” and
Dr. James Swan chips in with
some research he has found as
to how archery can help people
who suffer from autism.

The AER folks chip in with
a recommendation for both their
students and coaches regarding
an invaluable resource.

An Important Announcement!
The first book Claudia and I
produced was Precision Archery
which Human Kinetics pub-
lished in 2004. We got all of the
hottest AF authors to contribute
chapters (Rick McKinney, Larry
Wise, Ty Pelfry, Annette Musta
and Lisa Franseen . . . and more)
and we filled in around them.
Human Kinetics is no longer
selling that book and I have
noticed mint copies being
offered on eBay for US $75 up
to US $ 150. As much as I
would like to think that book is
worth that much, it is not. We
have the copyright back from
HK and will be publishing a
second edition, a somewhat
expanded edition, but mostly
the same as before (see cover
left). The price will be afford-
able, so if you want it, don’t
spend the big bucks just yet.
We expect the book to be out
in just a couple of months.

Archery in a Time of Pandemic (Con’t)

editorial
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Veronica-Mae Soar was first introduced to
archery in the 1970’s, she trained as a GNAS
Instructor and later upgraded to Coach. She
soon became involved with admin, at Club,
County and Regional level, mostly on the
publicity side, writing for newspapers and
magazines and occasionally being inter-
viewed on radio. Much coaching was now
concentrated on training what were known as
“Leaders” - non archers wishing to learn how
to teach scouts and guides or school pupils; but
there were also successful coaching days for
established archers and regular sessions with
disabled archers. She, herself ,shot at many
archery tournaments and reached First Class,
shooting for her County several times.

Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tourna-
ments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.

Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” 

James Park says “I have three degrees in engi-
neering from Monash University, and I have
always taken what you might call an “engi-
neering approach” to my sport. I have never
been happy to do things a certain way simply
because that was what others did. My first
approach to a scientific understanding of
archery was back in about 1966 when I tried
to use the spacing of my sight markings to cal-
culate my arrow velocity. In the early 1970s I
carefully studied the biomechanics of archery in
relation to optimising technique. My Ph.D.
thesis was based upon archery studies.

“My high scores for World Archery target
are 1385 for compound and 1324 for recurve
(on the 1440 Round, formerly the FITA
International Round) and for World Archery
field 357.

“I have coached a number of top-level
archers who have represented Australia in
World Championships and in the Olympic
Games.”

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Still More on Coaching Archery, The
Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols. 1 & 2,
Archery Coaching How To’s).

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now con-
centrates on coaching archery, writing, and
volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one
of four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including
seven golds. As well as giving private coaching
sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting
form for using back tension and gives the par-
ticipants a written individual plan for practice
and form inprovement.

Coach Randi Smith has been the National
Para Head Coach for USA Archery from 2005
through 2018. She has coached archers to five
Paralympic medals, including two Para-
lympic Champion titles. A Level 5-NTS
coach, she and her husband Larry own Salt
Lake Archery. She has been the head coach for
the Utah Hot Shots JOAD club since 1986.
Smith has two Masters Degrees: one in educa-
tional psychology and the other in adapted
physical education; both from the University
of Utah. She is a licensed professional counselor
and therapeutic recreation specialist.

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland continuing to live in Scotland, Simon
has represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better com-
panion DVD Archery in Action. Then he
followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being a
committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.

James Swan, Ph.D. today is a writer, TV
and film producer and actor. www.jamess-
wan. com In November of 2019 he produced
the annual Hollywood Celebrity Archery
Shoot, which is a benefit for the National
Archery In The Schools Program. 
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by Tom Dorigatti

Compound Bows—The
Rise of the Two-Wheelers

—>> Before Cable Guards <<—

In my last article, due to the pandemic, I
diverted attention away from the crazy world of com-
pound bows with regard to how many “wheels” or
“eccentrics” they had and went into setting up hand
held bow simulators to more precisely fit the draw
length that your real bow is set up for, thereby making
the simulator actually simulate how things feel at full
draw. Of course the limitations of the simulators were
drawing weight, the power curve, and of course the
holding weight and length of the “Valley”. I hope that
the article helped you out to attain that goal for your
simulator, be it one that you purchased, or the making
of a “string or rope simulator.” This game is, in a lot
of ways, a game of feel and if it doesn’t feel right, then,
it “ain’t” right.

Preparing for This Article
My initial plan for this article was to discuss mostly
cable routing systems that were developed over the
years. Once I got into researching the topic, I realized
that cable routing systems really haven’t changed all
that much. Yes, those routing systems are important
and going from eccentrics to cams is very important.
I can address those in a future article. I also realized
that more importantly, the one thing that was at first
not present once the two-wheeled compound bows
gained popularity was of all things, a simple accessory,
now commonplace on all compound bows, the “cable
guard.” Once I went into a bit more archery history, I
realized that it would be remiss of me to not spend
time on two-wheeled bows that did not have cable
guards, yet still provided cable clearance for your
arrow to pass by without it striking the cables.

So, put on your reading glasses, and let’s just take
a ride through the inevitable rise of the cable guard
during the mid-1970’s and even into the early 1980’s.
Fully realizing that to this day, cable guards are an on
again and off again thing. I have selected only a ran-
dom few, most of which I had experience either
shooting or competing against. I cannot possibly

include all the models and brands without writing
another book! Once people were hooked on two-
wheelers, they came on quickly; too quickly to keep
track of.

The Abandoning 
of Four- and Six-wheeled Designs
I am not saying that the four- and six-wheeled com-
pound bows didn’t put up a fight and were quickly
overtaken by two-wheeled compounds. It was a far
cry from being that easy! The four- and six-wheeled
compound bows had been winning indoor and out-
door events since the early 1970’s. I’m not going to
split hairs and no, I didn’t spend hours determining
who was the first with the most. I do recall, however
that the two-wheeled compound bows caused as
much of, if not more than, the stir caused by the
release aid invasion. I recall some friends coming back
from Vegas and the talk was all about those “rotten”
weird looking, noisy, two-wheelers that were shot
during the event. That was around 1974 or 1975, to
my recollection. If that date is wrong, bear with me.
The point is that the two-wheelers weren’t at all pop-
ular at first. Same story, e.g. “ain’t nobody gonna win
with one of those contraptions.” Once again, that
statement was inaccurate; the two-wheelers weren’t
by any means inaccurate. Heck, the first ones didn’t
even have cable guards! I recall that the first time I
saw a two-wheeled compound bow; I was shooting a
Carroll four-wheeler much like the one in the photo
(below), only mine was blue (mine is actually in the
background). The photo was taken in the spring of
1975 at a range in Lancaster, Ohio. That is a Carroll
four-wheeled compound bow that my wife Sherry
shot so well. So, you ask, “Why is this important?” It
is important because with this bow and others like it,
there was ample cable clearance for the arrow to get
past the cables without contact due to the way the
cables were routed within the open system.

A few months before, in 1974, one of the shooters
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in our club had latched on to a two-wheeled hybrid
bow, The Martin Kam-Act MK-2 Hybrid. This was a
strange contraption indeed, but the bow shot pretty
well after a difficult tune. I don’t remember seeing
many of them in tournaments, however. Perhaps it

was because the replacements were on the way into
something more conventional; but lighter (the Kam-
Acts were beastly heavy) and with a totally different
limb configuration and fewer moving parts. Take a
close look at the photos (below left). Don’t those cams
resemble “hatchet cams” that became popular some
20 years later? Martin, once again was ahead of the
times.

The Two Wheeler Invasion
The Kam-Act MK-2 above is a bit out of order, but
that is by plan. When we mention hybrids these days,
we think of hybrid cars. Well, obviously the Kam-Act
MK-2 Hybrid was exactly that; a transition from reg-
ular bow limbs aided by wheels, pulleys and cables,
but with a different sort of limb movement. (I am not
mentioning the Oneida Eagle compound just yet,
those were first made in . . . 1980). Archery had its
hybrids early in the game!

Very early on, Allen and Olympus did have com-
pound bows with fiberglass limbs for their hunting
models. What was unique about them was that the
eccentrics were not attached through a slot in the
limb, but rather hung from a metal bracket on the end
of each limb. These bows were less expensive than the
target model, and, yes, they still had four wheels; after
a fashion, and the cable ends still attached near the
end of the riser. The photos (below) are blurry due to
their age. The important things to note are the place-
ment of the eccentrics on the limbs, the change in the
idler wheel positioning, and of course, the absence of
a cable guard. The attachment of the eccentrics to a
limb bracket was one of the first steps to getting away
from the four-wheeled compound bows of that era.

So let’s look at some more two-wheeled com-
pound bows that came to pass by attaching the limbs

Continued on the Next Page

My wife, Sherry, shooting a Carrol four-wheeler in 1975.

(Above) The Martin Kam-Act MK-2 Hybrid. Note the hatchet-style
cams employed. (Below) Me shooting the beast ca. 1974.

Allen (above) and Olympus (below) hunting compounds with solid
glass limbs.
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to limb hangar brackets and still manag-
ing to keep cable clearance. They all pret-
ty much had the same configurations, but
with different lengths and different
bracket designs, and some obviously had
different eccentric configurations. 

The next photo is an MT-3 Ocelot
two-wheel compound bow with limb
brackets for the eccentrics. Note the
straight up limb angle and the mass
weight of only 2½ pounds. Yes, it was a
straight limbed recurve bow converted to
a compound by removing the recurve
part of each limb and adding limb brack-
ets for the eccentrics! If I recall, letoff
was about 25-30%.  Browning also had
some bows very, very similar to this.

The PSE Pacer Two-Wheel
Compound Bow. Yes, I have to play a bit
of favoritism to this particular model of
bow. I happen to have purchased and
shot the PSE Pacer and it was one very
nice shooting bow. I shot it at 47# peak
weight and cranked it up to 50# peak for hunting.
Before the NFAA target change, I shot many perfect

560 field and hunter rounds with the
bow and also many perfect 300 indoor
rounds with it as well. Those were before
the X-ring became incorporated into the
blue indoor target face. From 1979 to
1984, I used the PSE Pacer, replete with
blue riser and white limbs to bring down
some Iowa white-tails. I used that bow
for hunting until 1984 when I switched
to right handed shooting. My brother
Peter got the bow from me and brought
down a few mule deer with it. The next
photo is of a 1977 or 1978 model Pacer
that shows the limb brackets. The fol-
lowing photo shows clearly the eccentric
and how it was mounted in the hangar
bracket. The thing I liked best about the
PSE hangar brackets was their sturdiness
and how solidly they were mounted to
the limb tips. The eccentrics were made
of Delrin plastic, and what was nice is
that the cabling could be purchased pre-
fabricated based upon draw length and

wheel size and there was no need to “measure and set”
the cable kink. In addition, there was no way the kink

PSE Pacer CablingPSE Pacer 1977 or 1978
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could slip or get twisted during the mounting of the
cable and you didn’t need a crimper during a cable
change. It also came with three (!) interchangeable
plastic grips: low, medium, and high wrist that simply
snapped on and off into the grip section of the riser. I
shot the high wrist model back then. You also had
option of 35% or 50% letoff on this setup, but draw
length was still based upon wheel size, kink setting
and cabling length along with string length (see photos
below left).

Advancements in Two Wheelers 
Without Cable Guards from Jennings
The next photo is of a Jennings Super-T II from 1978.
It was an entry-level model hunting or target bow
that still had limb hangar brackets for the eccentrics.
The main enhancement was the “tri-draw wheel”
which allowed for a plus or minus 1˝ change in draw
length simply by moving the cable into a different slot
on the eccentric. Obviously, since the cables were
steel, fine tuning the draw length was accomplished
by twisting or untwisting the bow string. Also
remember that these bows had a long “valley” built
into the system. Some shot at the bottom of the val-
ley; some shot at the back edge of the valley just as the
bow started to “stack” in poundage. The longer the
draw length, the longer the valley. See the following

photo (next page) for the details concerning the
attachment and the limb slots in the eccentrics. Note
again, that there is no cable guard on this bow.
However, the next model up, the TwinStar II, a two
wheel brother of the four-wheeled ArrowStar, does
have the eccentrics mounted in the limb slots. The
eccentrics were narrowed down to fit in between the
limb forks, the ending of each cable was mounted on
the axle inside the limb fork, and the closed system
required a cable guard.

Question So, I ask you, just how were they able to
eliminate the idler wheels on the limbs, thus going to
two wheels, put the eccentrics into limb hangar
brackets and still manage to not have a cable guard on
these bows? If you look at the photo immediately
above, you should clearly see how it was done, and the
reason for needing to have the hangar brackets
instead of a limb slot. (Hint: It is all in the wheel). I
might also add as an after thought that at this stage,
the bows were still only cut to maybe 3⁄8˝ past center

Want More on Compound Archery?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?

If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Continued on the Next Page

Jennings Super T II, 1978

http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
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for centershot.

Some Weird Two Wheeled 
Compound Bows without Cable Guards
Lots of companies were trying to get into the act of
making compound bows, and with the advent of two-
wheelers there were, of course some strange ones out
there. The next photo is of a 1977 Spartan Center “one
cam” bow that I found a photo of on Archery
History.com (above right). Note that it is a one piece
straight limbed bow with two small wheels mounted
in brackets on the ends of the limbs. The “one cam” is
the bracket mounted just below the grip. I never per-
sonally saw one on any shooting range. I just thought
it would be interesting for you to see.

Next comes the Bear Delta-V claimed to be the
“World’s Fastest Bow” (circa 1980). It did have two
tiny wheels mounted in limb hangar brackets, and it
was without a cable guard. The cams were on the ends
of the riser and were glass filled nylon. It had the first
True Center Line Bow sight window cut ½˝ past cen-

ter and a “power grip.” What should interest you the
most is that it had an “integrated Pylon design with
exclusive Power Bumpers” (we now call these items
“string stops”). This bow was manufactured in 1980.
Once again, things keep coming back around in the
archery equipment world!

Top right (next page) is the Ramco TrotterMatic
compound bow from 1976. It was the bow Bear based
their design upon for the Bear Delta V. The bow had
a retractable arrow rest and a pair of cams mounted in
the middle, along with a “string stop” to insure proper
separation of the arrow from the string.

The First Single Cam Bows: Martin and York
To whet your appetite with a bit more history about
compound bows, here are some photos of the first one
cam bows, the Martin Dynabo and the York
Thunderbolt Dynabo. (Note: I said “single cam”, not
“Solo-Cam.”  There is a huge difference!).The Martin
model pictured was made in 1977 and was not legal
for hunting or for outdoor competition. However a

Jennings Super T II Hanger Bracket Design, 1978

Spartan Center One Cam Compound Bow 1977 
Courtesy of ArcheryHistory.com

Bear Delta-V Compound Bow ca. 1980
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group of shooters did shoot Dynabos in the 1977 Vegas
archery tournament. The 1984 model of the Martin
Dynabo was legal for competition and also for hunting
due mostly to numerous rule changes on what consti-
tuted a bow and some flexion in the bottom limb.

The early model Martin had only one bendable
limb. It was 51˝ long with a brace height of 7½˝.
Draw length range 24˝-33˝. The cam wasn’t called a

“cam” it was called a “crescent” due to its shape and
multiple adjustments for draw length and let off per-
centage. The 1984 model had a bendable bottom
limb, retained the crescent and as such was legal for
hunting and competition. The bow had nock travel of

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who 
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and 
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but 
never seems to get to those top three spots.

Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know out-
side of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Continued on the Next Page

Tramco-Ad (Dec 1976) for Trotter Matic Compound Bow

Martin Dynabo, 1978

Martin Dyna Bow Lower Limb

http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
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nearly one inch and thus was very
difficult to tune. The Martin Dynabo
could easily be broken down and
reassembled without too much of a
problem.

York Archery also manufactured
a “Dynabo” (named the Thunderbolt
Dynabo) in 1978. This bow was legal
because the bottom “limb” was at
least partially flexible. Some interest-
ing things about this single cam bow
(its crescent was called the “little
wheel”) were that the draw length
range went to 30½˝ and the letoff
was adjustable from 0% to 50%.
There were no cables, so stringing
and unstringing didn’t require any
tools. It was 47½˝ axle to axle and
the mass weight was under three
pounds. The design also had a posi-
tive draw stop for a consistent
release. Something the other bows of
the time didn’t have. We weren’t to
see positive draw stops that held solid again until the
later 1990’s. There were only two poundages available.
For hunting 50/55# and for target, 35/40. #I managed
to find a price for one of the York Thunderbolts at
$180. That is equivalent to $708 in 2020 dollars.

Conclusion
So now you have seen a bit of history about how the
four-wheeled compound bows were starting to be
phased out and the two-wheel compound bows com-
ing into the game. Once again, the “two wheelers”
weren’t well received at the beginning. First, they were
“ugly.” Next they were “noisy.” Next they were “slow.”
But as soon as the pros and top echelon shooters start-
ed winning with them, the rush was on to improve the
two wheel compounds. That full transition to nothing
but two-wheel and eventually one cam bows
(Mathews “Solo-Cam” comes to mind immediately)
took about 10 years! The first thing was to figure out
how to smooth things out and get the eccentrics
mounted back into slots on the limb tips and manage
to get arrow clearance. That, my friends was easy, but
again not so easy. They knew that they must narrow
down the width of the wheels to fit into the limb slots,
and then figure out a means of getting the cables per-
manently out of the way to provide arrow clearance! 

Answer So, the answer to my question above
about how the two wheelers managed without a cable

guard is simple: The wheels were over 1˝ wide and
that width provided for the needed cable clearance,
and allowed for increased arrow speed and less hys-
teresis in the closed system.

You also saw a bit of what we see in a lot of mod-
ern bows were really part of some bows back in the
1970’s and 1980’s; among these: tri-draw wheels, vari-
able let off, cutting the bows at least ½˝ past center,
power grips, and yes, even “string stops.” Heck, even
one cam bows were around in the mid 1970’s!

You also viewed a couple of bows that just didn’t
take off heavily, especially on the target scene, The
Bear Delta V, the Ramco Trotter Matic, the Martin
Dynabo, and the York Thunderbolt Dynabo. There
were more, many more, too.

So in the short time span of seven years, com-
pounds went from four wheels or even six wheels
down to two wheels mounted into hangar brackets
hung on the tips of the limbs in order to accommo-
date wider wheels to allow for cable clearance. 

Getting the eccentrics mounted back into limb
slots was an easy fix by narrowing the eccentrics, and
a somewhat more difficult “fix” by coming up with
something to move the cables out of the way to get
that cable clearance. That something became the
cable guard we all know oh, so well today.

Last, you also learned that draw stops and string
stops were on compound bows back in the mid
1970’s. In addition, adjustable draw lengths and letoff
percentage were also available on the bows in the
1970’s. Recently, while not being “new,” the technolo-
gy definitely has been “improved.” I still cannot
understand the marketing strategy of “new and
improved.” What an oxymoron.

As a lead into my next article, the photo below is
of one of the early cable guards, the Jennings Pylon
Cable Guard. It was mounted up high on the outside
of the site window and secured by using longer bow
sight mounting screws. This cable guard was a stan-
dard feature on the 1978 Jennings Twin Star II com-
pound bow which was the two-wheeled brother of the
four-wheel compound, the Jennings ArrowStar.
Obviously each manufacturer had their own cable
guards they used for their bows.

In the next article we will first take a look at a few

York Thunderbolt
DynaBo, 1978

Jennings Pylon Cable Guard, 1978
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more of the newer two-wheel compound bows that
got around the use of a cable guard. Then we will
delve into the strange variants of the shape, place-
ment, and materials used for cable guards and a dis-
cussion of cable glides to reduce friction, bending, and
breakage. You won’t believe the iterations that are, to
this day, ongoing with regard to trying to find the
“perfect” placement and design of cable guards and
which materials to use, and which not to use. Then
comes the onslaught of the cable glides to prevent
wear and tear on the now prevalent synthetic “cables”.

I want to leave you with a photo of a bow from
1977 that looks so similar to a couple of bows that
recently came onto the scene. This is a Rigid Archery
four-wheel compound from 1977. It was super short
at 33˝ and had, of all things, a 12˝ brace height and
nearly all aluminum construction. It was purely a
hunting bow. Does this bow remind you of any of the
“new” bows recently coming onto the market?

With that, I wish you good shooting and to be
well and to be safe. Until next time,

Tom Dorigatti
(Note Several photos are courtesy of the former Martin
Archery website, ArcheryHistory.com, without which
this article would have been much more difficult to
research and write. Also thanks to, Pat Dorigatti, Peter

Dorigatti, Sherry Dorigatti, Dean Pridgen, and Roger
Wheaton for providing some of the photos.)

Rigid Archery Compound Bow, 1977; brace height was 12 inches!

http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
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Sometimes you don’t have a choice. Sometimes a
coach isn’t available, nor are knowledgeable friends.
But you’ve learned to shoot a little and you want to
get better. 

So what can you do?
This book was written with you and your situ-

ation in mind. It shows in step-by-step detail how
you can coach yourself to get better. And constantly
in the author’s mind was that this book should help
you benefit from coaching if that became available
to you.

Coaches look at archers from the outside in
and see things archers can’t because they are busy
shooting. So with some low tech (mirrors) or high-
er tech (cameras) this book shows you how to get
that outside-in viewpoint, what to look for and
then how to train the changes you want to make in.

While not a complete substitute for a good
coach it can help you get further down the road
than just wishing and hoping that if you keep
shooting you will automatically get better (you
won’t).

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but
on how to coach people to do that better.

COACH
YOURSELF!

New from the 
WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com



As an arrow (or anything else) moves
through air, the air pushes back on it to resist its
movement. This is aerodynamic drag. It is a force
directed back along the line of the arrow’s move-
ment. There is also a force perpendicular to the
arrow’s movement, called aerodynamic lift.

The drag is important as it causes our arrows
to slow down and lose energy during their flight.
It also results in the arrow moving away from its
intended trajectory due to wind drift.

It would be nice to put an arrow in a wind
tunnel and measure its drag and lift directly.
However, that is quite challenging: how can you
support it so that it is able to spin longitudinally
and without having the support structure signifi-
cantly upsetting the airflow?

While a number of attempts to measure the
drag in a wind tunnel have been made (including
by me), the most success-
ful I am aware of are
recent measurements
made in Japan by Okawa
et al (2013). That group
suspended the arrow
magnetically in the JAXA
wind tunnel. They directly measured the drag and
lift for two arrows: an X10 and an ACE, both with
Spinwings and without nocks. The airspeed used
was lower than an arrow’s actual speed, but they
are nevertheless very useful results.

It is possible to measure the drag indirectly by
measuring the arrow’s down-range speed. I have
done that using my shooting machine to shoot
arrows through my chronograph at distances from
1 m up to 90 m. This can be quite challenging at
the longer distances when using larger diameter
arrows, and the arms of my chronograph now have
a few dents. Nevertheless, the results I obtained
were very consistent and useful. The drag can then

be calculated by modelling the arrow’s measured
down-range speed.

While measuring the arrow’s actual drag and
lift is very interesting and useful, it only provides
results specific to the arrows measured. A much
more useful approach is to model the drag of an
arrow mathematically and to test the validity of
the model against the various direct and indirect
measurements for particular arrows. Once you
have a mathematical model you can then calculate
the drag (as well as things like wind drift) for any
arrow. It is then viable to compare things such as
down-range speed or wind drift for different
arrows, or arrow components, mathematically.

Models of Aerodynamic Drag
A number of people have produced models of an
arrow’s drag, some more successful than others.

Amongst these have been
English (1930), Higgins
(1933), Rheingans (1936),
Liston (1988) and me
(2011). Liston and I used
similar approaches: we
broke the arrow up into

point, shaft, fletches and nock, and modelled the
drag for each of those parts to get the drag for the
whole arrow. However, Liston and I used different
assumptions in several areas (such as the nature of
the airflow). The earlier models had significant lim-
itations.

I tested the down-range arrow speeds calcu-
lated using both the Liston and Park models
against actual measured speeds for a number of
different arrows. Those arrows had different shaft
diameters, nocks, and fletches. The results were
very good indeed. While both models worked
well, my model corrects several assumptions in
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Continued on the Next Page

Arrow Dynamic Behaviour in
Free Flight:
Drag

by James Park, Ph.D.

“Once you have a mathematical
model you can then calculate
the drag (as well as things like

wind drift) for any arrow.”
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Need An Archery Book for Kids?

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer

Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.

Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.

Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

that of Liston and provides a better means of
dealing with things such as tapered and barrelled
shafts.

Okawa, et al., also made down-range arrow
speed measurements (photographically) and
obtained a good match with the drag measured in
the wind tunnel.

More recently, Ortiz, et al., calculated the
wind drift of an X10 and an ACE arrow using the
drag measured in the JAXA wind tunnel. I used
my model to calculate the wind drift for those
arrows as well and obtained a very satisfying
match with their results. Together with my down-
range measurements, this cross-check with inde-
pendent results provides a lot of confidence in the
modelling. Rather than reproduce the mathemat-
ics for the drag calculation here, it seems best for
those interested (and with a reasonable mathe-
matics talent) to read my published papers. They
should contain sufficient detail for you to make
your own calculations if you wish.

Sources of the Drag
The surface area of the arrow shaft is the major
contributor to the arrow’s drag. It typically
accounts for about 75-80% of the drag. This,
together with their higher mass, is the reason
smaller diameter arrows drift less in wind and lose

less speed downrange. 
Note that, for a given material, as the arrow

shaft diameter is reduced the wall thickness must
increase to retain the same stiffness. This means,
counter intuitively, that as the shaft diameter
decreases the mass of the shaft increases. A limit
for the smallest shaft diameter, for the given
material, is reached when the wall thickness
becomes equal to the radius of the arrow shaft. In
practice, the minimum shaft diameter needs to be
a little larger than that so that a point and nock
can be fitted. An arrow shaft such as an X10 is
about as small as we can go for current materials –
and aside from that, if we went smaller they would
be very difficult to stop in the target.

The fletches also contribute significantly to the
drag. Interestingly, as well as drag from the side sur-
faces of the fletches, the drag from the frontal area
of the fletches, their edges, also matters. That is, it
is preferable, for a given fletch surface area, to have
low profile, thin fletches rather than thick, high
profile fletches.

After the fletches, the nock is the next con-
tributor to the drag. It is preferable to have a low,
streamlined nock.

The arrow point (for a normal target arrow)
does not in itself make a large contribution to the
arrow’s drag. However, its shape can significantly

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
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influence the type of airflow obtained along the
front part of the arrow shaft and by that means sig-
nificantly influence the total drag. For almost all
normal arrow points the airflow along the whole
length of the shaft will be turbulent. This was stud-
ied by Park, et al. (2013). Where possible, it is bet-
ter to have laminar (that is: smooth) rather than
turbulent airflow over the front of the arrow as that
gives lower drag and hence lower wind drift.

Overall, an ideal target arrow would have a
small diameter shaft (preferably barrelled to
reduce the surface area); small, thin, low profile
fletches; a small diameter, streamlined nock; and a
small diameter point.

Some Useful References
1. English, F.L., The exterior ballistics of an arrow,
Journal of the Franklin Institute, 210, 805,
1930

2. Higgins, G.J., The aerodynamics of an arrow,
Journal of the Franklin Institute, 2176, 91,
1933

3. Rheingans, W.R., Exterior and interior ballistics
of bows and arrows, Archery Review, March-
April 1936. Also published in Archery, the
technical side, edited by Hickman, Nagler and
Klopsteg, National Field Archery Association,
1947

4. Liston, T.L., Physical laws of archery, Liston
and Associates, San Jose, 1988

5. Park, J.L., The aerodynamic drag and axial rota-
tion of an arrow, Proc. IMechE, Vol. 225(4),
199-211, Part P: Journal of Sports Engineering
and Technology, 2011, DOI: 10.1177/
1754337111407124

6. Park, J.L., Hodge, M.R., Al-Mulla, S., Sherry,
M. and Sheridan, J., Air flow around the point of

an arrow, Proc IMechE Part P: J Sports Engi-
neering and Technology, 2013, 227(1) 64–69,
DOI: 10.1177/1754337111430569, 2012
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dynamic properties of an archery arrow, Sports
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S. and Sugiura, H., Free flight and wind tunnel
measurements of the drag exerted on an archery
arrow, 6th Asia-Pacific Congress on Sports
Technology, Procedia Engineering   Vol 60, 67
– 72, 2013

9. Ortiz, J., Ando, M., Murayama, K., Miyazaki,
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10.Park, J.L., The dynamic behavior of an arrow in wind,
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Turbulent flow and flow circulation from the arrow point. Laminar to turbulent flow transition along an arrow shaft.
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Pandemic Fodder
by Steve Ruis

If you, like me, have been doing a lot of
video watching while we are cooped up due to
the current pandemic (I normally cannot devote
the time required to watch videos), I am going to
recommend an entire YouTube channel for your
viewing pleasure . . . a free channel chock full of
useful archery information.

It is Jake Kaminski’s YouTube channel.
If you don’t know Jake (I have been following

him since he was much younger), he is a two time
Olympic silver medallist and now is becoming a
rather good archery instructor. He has a Ph.D. in
Olympic Recurve and has, after a time away from
that meatgrinder, taken up Barebow Recurve. I
haven’t reviewed his Barebow videos yet, but I
couldn’t wait forever to make this recommenda-
tion. I expect the Barebow videos, if as good, will
be very popular because
there is very little good
Barebow information
available (Byron Fergu-
son’s Barebow 101 (DVD)
and the Masters of the
Barebow (DVD) series,
and Ty Pelfry’s and Scott
Antczak’s Modern
Traditional (DVD) are
about it.) Barebow is
increasing in popularity
and I suspect that Jake
will give you more than a spoonful of good infor-
mation on modern traditional archery. (Barebow
Recurve uses a Olympic-style bow and arrows
without all of the added geegaws.)

I have viewed his long video series on tuning
recurve bows which is excellent. And have gotten
far enough in his arrow building series to recom-
mend that.

As of this writing these are the playlists post-
ed (numbers of videos in parentheses):

Equipment Videos (27)
Barebow Shooting (7)
Arrow Building (8)

Archery Strength Training (6)
Tuning Series (24)

Form Series (Recurve) 18
Form Videos (2)

Archery Viewer Q & A (2)
Archery (16) 

(This appears to be a catchall of early videos.)
There is so much free content that I have bare-

ly made a dent in it and he
is expanding his offerings
rapidly. Making videos
isn’t cheap. It is much
cheaper than it was in the
past but still not cheap.
So, when you visit his
channel, if you find the
information helpful, sub-
scribe to his site, which
helps him with sponsers
and advertizers. He also
supplies Amazon.com

links for many of the tools and materials he recom-
mends and he has set himself up as an Amazon
affiliate so, if you click through there are few ways
he can make a little money that way. He also has

“Jake is a two time Olympic sil-
ver medallist and now is becom-

ing a rather good archery
instructor. He has a Ph.D. in

Olympic Recurve and has, after
a time away from that meat-
grinder, taken up Barebow

Recurve.”

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYMJYC6hEKaaTXjzK4Y521g
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set up a Patreon account where you can support
him on a per month or per video basis. I use
Patreon quite a bit to send a little support to
YouTube providers.

Now, having said all of that, video instruc-
tions have their strengths and weakness, just like
every other mode of
instructing. A strength is,
well, there is no substi-
tute for having somebody
demonstrate a process
right in front of your
eyes. I learned string-
building through an older video Larry Wise
made (he has subsequently made a newer ver-
sion). But there are drawbacks, one of those is
that for step-by-step process, such as arrow
building and such, you cannot beat text and pho-
tos. (See the recommendation for Ruth Rowe’s
and Alan Anderson’s book, Simple Maintenance
for Archery, elsewhere in this issue, which does
this brilliantly.) Now, you can make your own list
of “first do this, and then do that, which is what
I did to learn stringmaking, but that can get a lit-
tle tedious, so often enough you will be using
more than one mode of instruction for all of your
archery content.

And there are tidbits thrown us compound

archers, too.
In the case of Jake’s videos, he demonstrates

what he is talking about, often in his backyard
range which is a tad windy (I think he is in
Texas) but I have yet to not be able to get the
message he is delivering due to wind noise. I

have learned quite a bit
in the videos I have
reviewed and I think you
will, too.

This is a rare occa-
sion, getting high quality
information right from

an expert ’s mouth . . . and he is doing it for free!
Jake has also put out books on Training for

(Olympic Recurve) Archery and the latest on
Tuning for Performance. Both are available on
Amazon.com and, because I think they chose a
color interior format, these are not inexpensive. I
haven’t reviewed either one of these books yet,
but I have requested a copy of the tuning book
for review.

“There is so much free content
that I have barely made a dent
in it and he is expanding his

offerings rapidly.”

The main page of Jake Kaminski’s YouTube channel. You can see that he aslo has a website where he 
sells his books and other archery-related gear
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Want More on Coaching Archery?

Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as  five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.

If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.

Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numer-
ous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!

Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.

Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding tech-
niques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!

While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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Especially with the current situation requiring
social distancing and for the most part staying at
home, this article will focus on archery activities that
can be carried out at home. There are the obvious
things: care of your equipment, making strings, etc. It
is physical activities that I wish to cover. The use of
this information is not just limited to the situation we
are in with this pandemic. All the time I was compet-
ing I had a short range, 4 m, set up downstairs that I
used frequently.

A friend of mine asked the other day what he
could do.

Hi, Simon, hope you are well?
I have up to 30 m in my garden and am a bit unsure

in these times with no real aim/goal and with no compe-
titions anytime soon what my daily/weekly training plan
should consist of. Do I shoot at 30 m every session? Should
I score all the time? Shoot at 18 m? How many arrows to
shoot etc. Can you offer any guidance? 

Frank.
And here is my answer.
Hi, Frank, just saw your message.
It’s good that you can shoot 30 m. I would shoot dif-

ferent distances and smaller targets faces at 30 m. The
trick is to keep it interesting and focused for every arrow
shot. You can do things like have six sighters, then scoring,
then shoot the rest of the session improving aspects of your
technique. Goal: 200 arrows. Next session shoot 200
arrows, then score and see if there is a difference in results. 

Test Equipment At 18 m on a 40 cm face shoot scores
and test various equipment changes: different string
materials, brace heights, fletches, etc. If you have two
setups (primary and backup bows), shoot one bow with
carbons and one bow with aluminium arrows, then swap
the arrows in a subsequent session. 

Practice Techniques Practice aiming off, using a 60
cm face at 30 m aim at 3 o’clock blue/red but adjust the
sight to hit gold and then shoot for score. Next time 10
o’clock red, etc. Get someone if there is anyone available to
randomly adjust your sight, (within a set limit), then you
shoot. Two things you can do, shoot and adjust the sight to
get back to centre quickest, or leave the sight where it is
and aim off to get the arrows in the ten. 

Hope this helps, 
Simon.

Frank is fortunate that he has the facility to practice
at up to 30 m. For many that will not be possible,
some of my friends are setting up short ranges in
garages and parts of their home. I think the minimum
limit for distance would be around 4 meters/yards.
Others will not be so lucky to have the room to shoot,
due to space or concerns about shooting other occu-
pants of the home!

If You Have No Room to Shoot
Reversals are what will be able to keep you going.
There are very good for strength and body position
training. For coaches they are a great tool for checking
the strength of their pupils. For those competing a
reversal sling/elbow sling is a must. The key to rever-
sals is to ensure that the sling and chord are set up
correctly, then used in the correct manner.

To set the reversal sling up, the cord length needs
to be set so that at full draw the string is adjacent to
the first joint of the fingers with the string in the cor-
rect position on the face (see photo). You will notice
that the index finger is placed between the chord and
the jaw. With that finger joint and the index finger
position your draw elbow will be put in the closest
position to where it would be when you are actually

Practicing at Home
Simon Needham

Continued on the Next Page
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Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching Archery,
and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying
tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels.
Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching book,
Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-to-intermedi-
ate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching book avail-
able. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all archery
coaches of all levels.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

shooting. If the elbow is not in the correct position, it
can be detrimental to your shooting, so be warned to
take this seriously.

To do a reversal, draw the bow in your normal
manner, except using just the reversal sling and chord
to draw the bowstring back to your anchor position,
ensuring the index finger spacing, between the chord
and jaw is maintained. Once you have come to full
draw, your head should be turned away keeping the
neck relaxed, maintaining the draw position.

A full Reversal session is a 30 minute exercise,
and are great when you do not have much spare time.

The best way to do the exercise is to set the bow
up with a clock with a second hand available. The full
exercise entails, coming up to full draw for 30 sec-
onds, then relax for 30 seconds x 30 = 30 minutes. If
you are just starting out with this exercise still base it
around a one minute cycle, perhaps to start, with
come up for 10 seconds and relax for 50 seconds, ten
times depending on how you manage. From that start
point, daily, increase the amount of time you can
manage until you complete 30 minutes. From that
point you can increase how long you come to full
draw for until you can manage the full session: 30 x
30.

Additionally, once you have become comfortable

with the exercise, you can carry out rhythmic exten-
sions at full draw, drawing the bow an additional inch
and relaxing back to full draw position. You can also
practicing shooting at different angles, by tipping at
the hips, maintaining the shoulder and arm position.

This is an exercise that should be carried out in
one session, you can extend the session or you can
increase the draw weight if you are finding it easy. I
have a bow set up by the television, so that I can
watch TV while doing the exercise. It also means that
the bow is visible, and reminds me to carry out the
exercise.

Short Range Practice
Shooting arrows is not an issue. What is is making
sure that you do not break them and that you main-
tain the quality of your shot. I made up faces with
dots and lines to shoot at; one of those had vertical
lines and I had my sight adjusted so that I could aim
at the previously shot arrow, so that the arrow impact-
ed above/below the last arrow so I would end up with
a vertical row of arrows all touching the line. 

For another draw dots either on the target face or
on the back of one, shooting so that every arrow hits
a dot (see photo above right). 

I did use targets with horizontal lines occasional-

http://www.amazon.com/Still-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0991332636/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462215835&sr=1-1&keywords=Still+More+on+Coaching+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Still-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0991332636/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462215835&sr=1-1&keywords=Still+More+on+Coaching+Archery
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ly, adjusting the sight so the arrow impacted next to
the previous one. 

When shooting at various points on a target you
must remember to take into account the difference in
angles. Up and down the boss, the angle change needs
to be made at the hips to ensure that the shoulder gir-
dle position is maintained. As you move left and
right, your foot position must be adjusted to make
sure your body position is not twisted . . . which is why
I tended to shoot primarily at vertical lines. 

Short distance shooting is ideal for working on
aspects of your the shot execution. I also spent a fair
proportion of shooting with a “closed eye release.”
This involves drawing and aiming as normal, then
once on aim closing my eyes and completing the shot,
visualising the sight being rock steady on the target.
This is a great way to experience the feel of your shot,
it also reinforces that on every shot, the sight’s aper-
ture is exactly where you want it.

If you have a few bits and pieces around you can
make a balance platform (see photo upper right). This is
best made with a round bottom support so that the it
will indicate good balance. You can start off with a
larger disk, 6˝ diameter, and move to a smaller disk, 4˝
diameter, once mastered which will ensure that you
centre of gravity is maintained throughout the draw
and shot.

Longer Distance (10 m+) Practice
If you can manage 10 m you can start to do some
scoring. On standard faces (40 cm and 60 cm) you can

score but with negative line-cutters, that is to say, if
the arrow touches a line you get the lower score, these
will be similar scores compared to shooting the stan-
dard distances.

Checking Your Point of Focus To do this you over-
lay a small target over a new, larger one, (see photo
below). Shoot for score, when you have completed the
score on the smaller face, remove it and using the
holes in the larger new face count the score up and see
if the group size is tighter and a better score that if
you were just shooting at the larger face. If the
score/groups are better it indicates that when you
shoot at a larger face your point of focus is not consis-
tent. On the larger face you can either practice main-
taining your focus on the centre of the gold, or focus
on the target face at the gold red divide, left or right,
and adjust your sight to impact the centre of the gold.

I mostly aimed off when shooting in breezy condi-
Continued on the Next Page
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tions. If there was a light even breeze (in Scotland?), I
would move my sight. With a variable wind I would
aim off, I think I have mentioned before about “colour-
ing the wind.” I would estimate how hard it the wind
was blowing the arrows away from the centre, so if I felt
that the wind was blowing hard enough to push the
arrow into the blue, I would be a “blue wind” and I
would aim at imaginary point in the blue – upwind.
This ensured that when and if the wind dropped
between gusts I could aim at the centre. As wind does
not always come from the left or right, aiming higher
or lower on the target to take varying wind conditions,
it also takes into account the vertical “aim off ” required
when shooting in varying rain conditions. It is the
practice of maintaining your focus on the chosen point
on the target face that needs the work. The tendency is
that as you release, your focus shifts towards the gold,
it takes practice to maintain your focus point.
Confidence in aiming off gives you an advantage when
the weather is not so good, many reasonable archers,
shoot without determination when the weather gets
poor, that is when you can maintain your scores.

Shooting for scores gives you an idea of how you
are progressing, but to progress, you need to be

improving. So time must be taken to work on all
aspects of your shot. I would shoot 8 or 10 arrow ends
to help dissuade me from scoring while I was practic-
ing. If I felt that there could be arrow damage, due to
the grouping, I would put up additional centres so
reducing the amount of arrows in a single face. At 18
m I would only shoot a single arrow into each face to
ensure I did not damage any arrows.

Even if you are lucky enough to be able to shoot
30 m, you will still have to carry out additional tuning
when you next have the opportunity to shoot at
longer distances.

Chris Marsh, a good friend of mine, worked in
the USA for a year and was unable to shoot due to his
job at the time. He did reversals every day! When he
came back to the UK and was able to shoot again, he
was able to pick up where he left off. Always make the
best of your situation! Many archers are not currently
able to carry out a full session of reversals, 30 x 30. By
investing up to half an hour a day in reversals, you
may well come out of this and any other situation that
curtails your shooting better off than you went in. For
those who are not able to take a bow away with them,
take a trainer instead.

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)

Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery 
(and what you can do about it) today!

100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
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Stability and balance are usually the biggest
issues for archers who shoot from a standing position
but have some sort of dysfunction in one or both of
their legs. The goal is to have the feet positioned so
they are stable, and ideally, have the hips and shoul-
ders level as well.

If one leg is shorter than the other, the archer can
use either a board under one foot, or have the shoe
built up. For Timmy “Doorstop” Palumbo, a doorstop
is the perfect solution. Michael Lukow sometimes
uses a board under his foot. These are both simple
adaptations and, for both archers, no other adapta-
tions are necessary.

A table saw support stand can be used to help
brace someone with balance issues who prefers to
shoot from a standing position. It’s taller than most
stools, and the archer can stand against it rather than
sitting on it. The height can also be adjusted and for
comfort, a “swim noodle” can be cut and attached (the
photo, right, shows Jeff Sena using a table saw stand).

Archers who have a prosthetic leg might have
issues with balance, especially on uneven, wet, or
muddy ground. It’s worth trying different shoes or a

Adapting for Sitting
Archers and Those
With Leg Issues

by Randi Smith

There is board under the foot on the left, and a doorstop under the
foot on the right.

Continued on the Next Page

The inset shows a table saw support stand in miniature (to fit into
the photo) while Jeff Sena is shown shooting using his.
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different stance to see if they can take care of the
issues. The stance may be a non-typical stance, but
balance and stability are more important. Watch pos-
ture in all directions and make sure weight is evenly
distributed on both legs. Sometimes the coach has to
watch this and the hips can be a good indicator. Most
archers who have two prosthetic legs will choose to sit
or use a wheelchair, but if they do choose to stand, pay
attention to the same things.

Occasionally archers who need stools or bracing
also need upper body adaptations. The upper body
will work more efficiently if the lower body is stable
and secure, so be sure to pay attention to both.

For archers who need to sit, but don’t use wheel-
chairs, there are several options. Drum seats are one of
the more popular options. They are height adjustable
and usually will come apart so they can be packed.
Some archers have custom seats made - usually light
weight and easy to pack. The archer ideally should be
able to have both feet securely on the ground (see pho-
tos below showing examples of shooting seats).

It’s best if stools and stands can be secured in
place. Outdoors on dirt and grass, they can often be
staked, but more outdoor tournaments now have the
shooting line on a hard surface, either a track or a
built up platform. An anti-slip material on the bottom
of the stand or on the legs of the chair can help. Some
venues may allow the stand to be secured with duct
tape or sand bags or something similar. An archer can
stand on the stand (see photos), but this can affect the
archer’s posture.

Standing archers (whether they stand or use a
stool) need to fit in a space 80 cm long and 60 cm wide.

Wheelchairs
For competition, there are special rules for wheel-
chairs. (This information is from the World Archery
Rule Book; Book 3, Chapter 21 and the Classifier’s
Handbook, available from World Archery). 

First, the wheelchair must meet the accepted
principle and meaning of the word wheelchair. It can’t
have more than four wheels and it needs to have a
footrest. Neither the footrest nor the feet can touch
the ground. (If the archers feet or legs don’t touch the
ground, the footrest is not necessary.)

Straps for the legs can be authorized by the clas-
sifiers.

The bow arm cannot be supported by any part of
the wheelchair.

The photos (right) show some of the rules for
wheelchairs. The sides of the back support of the
chair can not be further forward than half the width
of the athlete’s body. The first two pictures show how
this is measured; first with an athlete with a higher
back and then with a lower back.

There is also a rule that states that all parts of the
chair need to be at least 110 mm below the athlete’s
armpit while shooting at any distance. All three pic-
tures show how this is measured. For W1 athletes, the
back can be higher if there is a medical reason and it
is approved by classifiers and noted on the classifica-
tion card.

A body support is allowed to protrude forward
from the main vertical frame of the back of the wheel-
chair (see third photo above right). It cannot be longer
than 100 mm and has to be at least 110 mm below the
athlete’s armpit.
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The wheelchair and archer cannot be longer than
1.25 m in length. Anti-roll devices are allowed, but
they must not touch the ground while shooting.
Blocks to even the ground and/or wedges to prevent
rolling are allowed.

Scooters and “track” chairs are not allowed on the
shooting line (see photo) Athletes who use stools or
wheelchairs will sometimes use scooters to get
around, but they are not allowed on the shooting line.

Powered chairs are allowed, but they must be turned
off at all times when on the shooting line.

Some archers have molded backs or they may use
a different back for their wheelchair while they are
shooting These are fine as long as the highest part of
the back is at least 110 mm below the armpit while
the archer is in shooting position. It still needs to fol-
low the other rules as above. 

There are modifications that can be made to
wheelchairs to make them better for shooting.

Modifying Wheelchairs
Better Cushions Wheelchair cushions come in different
thicknesses and can be made of different materials.
Some of the materials are not as firm as others. Some
can be molded to fit an individual. It’s important to
find one that fits, but it also has to allow for some
weight re-distribution in order to avoid pressure sores. 

More Dump Dump is the angle of the seat from
the front to the back. Adjusting the dump can change
the athlete’s center of gravity and make balance easier.
We’ve found that the dump that is best for archery is
usually pretty good for day to day getting around as
well. In most newer wheelchairs it’s fairly easy to
adjust, so you can try different angles. On a lot of
wheelchairs, the wheels can also be moved forwards
and backwards as well (in this next photo if you look
at the way Andre and Ben are sitting you can see that
the front of the seat is higher than the back of the
seat. )

Extra Wheels Sometimes the push rim on the
bow arm side of the chair will get in the way of the
bowstring. Archers can have a wheel that is used onlyWheelchairs like this are not allowed on the shooting line.
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for archery. Wheels on wheelchairs are usually pretty
easy to take off and put on, so it’s an easy adjustment

Holder for Spotting Scope For archers using
wheelchairs who can’t lean over easily, there are adap-
tations that can be made for holding scopes. One
option is to use a Manfrotto Magic Arm (an arm used
for photographer’s lights). The arm can be clamped
onto the wheelchair and the scope can be attached to
the arm and moved in and out as necessary (see pho-
tos). One of the photos also shows a bracket that is
hooked to the quiver. The bracket slides into a clamp
on the other side of the wheelchair.

Using a Smart Phone for Spotting ArrowsWith a
little bit of creativity, the camera on the phone can be
lined up with the eye piece of the spotting scope. It
can then be lined up so the archer does not need to
move in order to see the target (see photo right).

Quivers Several interesting methods of attaching
quivers have also been figured out by archers. Some
use the bracket and clamp described above; some have
come up with a way to put the quiver on the ground;
and others may put it between their legs. Be creative
and come up with something that works!

Resources
World Archery Rule Book (available here)
World Archery Classifiers’ Handbook (available here)

A cellphone is attached to a jig that aligns its camera lens with the
spotting scope ocular. You can see the arrows clearly in the image on

its screen. The rig also shades the screen.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.

Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
https://worldarchery.org/rulebook
https://worldarchery.org/classification#CLASSIFICATION_HANDBOOK
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
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The beginning months of 2020 have been very
difficult times for all of us. Our health has been fore-
most on our minds and staying at home is a big part
of that. I know many of you don’t have a way to prac-
tice shooting bows and arrows while some others are
fortunate to have their own practice butt. Regardless
of your practice situation there are some things you
can do to make yourself better archers while you have
this “down” time. 

A major issue for all archers is goal setting. If you
have a place to practice you can set some form-
improvement goals, but even if you can’t actually
shoot you can set some goals for your release tech-
nique, for example using your release aid and a string-
loop instead of your bow, your brain won’t know the
difference. And everyone can set some goals for
improving their physical conditioning and building an
effective mental focus plan.

Types of Goals
If you have read much about goals you will find three
basic types: process-based, performance-based and
outcome-based (aka result-based). I tend to group
performance and outcome goals into the same catego-
ry since they are both score related. Each type has its
place in an athlete’s training plan, depending on your
needs in any given time frame. 

Our “Western Culture” points us towards results-
oriented thinking so much so that we easily overlook
the more important “process” goals. It’s process-based
goals that help us build our shooting form, so read on. 

Learn the differences between these types of
goals along with the “when” and “how” to apply each
so your get the greatest benefit from your effort.

Process Goals A process goal focuses on improv-
ing a certain skill that has been identified as a weak-
ness in one’s shooting form. Continued student

practice leads to skill mastering and skill mastering
leads to improved performance and greater results. In
short, process goals are the building blocks for the
other two types of goals. Without “process” no one
will reach any other type of goal they set.

Examples of Process Goals
1. Within the next month, I will finalize my bow
hand position and its relaxed condition.

2. By the end of the next three months I will execute
every shot using proper “transfer of holding” into
my back muscles.
Performance Goals Performance-based goals are

score-based in some manner. They may relate to your
“personal best” score or improving your average dur-
ing some important official tournament round. These
goals only happen after a group of process-type goals
have been achieved. 

Examples of Performance Goals
1. I will score higher than my 70-meter average at
the state target championship.

2. I will shoot a personal best score at the USA
Archery Target Championship. 

3. I will score above 400 at the ASA Championship. 
Outcome GoalsOutcome goals are result oriented.

They are based on your score and place of finish. You
must realize, of course, that you don’t have full control
over your place of finish because there are always
other archers shooting at the same tournament and
their performance may exceed yours. 

Outcome goals point to where you want to go but
by themselves don’t connect you in any way with how
to get there. They grow out of Performance and
Process based goals and do not apply to all archers.
Use them appropriately.

Examples of Outcome Goals
1. I will place in the top three at the state target

Continued on the Next Page

Setting Goals During
Non-Competitive

Months
by Larry Wise
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championship.
2. I will win a local tournament this summer.  

Characteristics of Effective Goals
Goals that are effective have several common charac-
teristics. They are all specific, measurable, timely, and
attainable. I’m sure you can think of several other
attributes to mention here but these are the four really
important ones that I use in every goal or objective I
write.

Specific Just saying “I want to shoot better” is not
a goal. It’s too general in nature; it covers a very wide
spectrum of skills that have to be improved. An effec-
tive goal will begin by saying “I want to improve my
bow hand placement.” It will name one issue that
needs to be remediated in order to enhance your skill
level.

Example I will improve my bow hand placement.
Measurable You manage your goals by measuring

them. The goal statement is a measure for the project;
if the goal is accomplished, the project is a success.
Choose a goal with measurable progress so you can
see the change. “I will increase my average score by
one-point per scoring end” shows the measure of the
goal. “I will shoot better scores” is a weak goal because
it is not measurable.

Establish concrete criteria for measuring progress
toward the attainment of each goal you set. When you
measure your progress (and record it), you stay on
track, meet your target dates, and experience the
exhilaration of achievement on a regular basis and
that motivates you to continue exerting the effort
required to reach your goals.

Example I will correctly place my bow hand on
each of 30 blank-bale practice shots from a distance of
3 yards.

Timely Everyone has dreams . . . or should have.
Dreams are great and we can use them to help us
achieve small and/or great things. To be useful,
dreams must be converted to goals and we do that by
a simple operation – by assigning a date to them. A
goal is a dream with a date attached!

I can remember thinking to myself one fall, “I
want to win a state championship.” It was a dream I
had at that time. Sometime during that following
winter that dream changed because I started saying to
myself “I want to win the state indoor championship
on April 4th.” 

Assigning that date to my dream changed every-
thing. I now felt a sense of urgency that I didn’t have
before. I now had to plan backward from that April

4th date so that my training would condition me for
that specific tournament. Writing that goal on paper
made it far more real to me and I could begin seeing
myself receiving the state championship medal. My
brain was now fully engaged and my motivation ele-
vated. Just because of a date!

Example I will correctly place my bow hand on
each of 30 blank-bale practice shots from a distance of
3-yards at the beginning of each practice session for
the next week.

Attainable If your goal is not attainable or realis-
tic then it is worthless. A beginner, for instance, has
no business thinking about winning anything. A
beginner should be thinking about building a single
skill or gaining enough body-awareness to manipulate
the arrow and bow while pointing it down range. A
student who has not yet established a firm value for
his 70-meter average has no business setting a goal for
a podium finish or making a national team.

You and your coach, if you have one, must deter-
mine what is attainable and what is not. Team work
here is important so that you do not become disap-
pointed too early, too often, or too easily. In our sam-
ple goal, four weeks is a much more appropriate time
frame for learning proper bow hand placement and
makes this goal attainable and more realistic.

Example I will correctly place my bow hand on
each of 30 blank-bale practice shots from a distance of
3-yards at the beginning of each practice session for
the next four weeks.

When you incorporate all four of these elements into
a goal then, and only then, do you have an effective
goal. Such a goal is useful. Skip any of these four
attributes and your goal is far less effective and may
lead to frustration. If you are going to take the time to
write a goal, then be sure to write all of its parts and
make it effective.

One final thought. Well, it’s more of a command.
You must write your goals on paper or in your e-files!
Post them on the refrigerator or on your bow. Keep
them in front of your eyes so you continue working on
them. Challenge yourself by making a written con-
tract with a fellow archer so you keep each other on
track over the coming months.

Set ‘Em, See ‘Em & Do ‘Em!

Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry Wise
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Amazon.com

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching pri-
onciples for archery coaches, with
explanations.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching
Library is a effort to supply archery
coaches with a literature, not just on
the shooting of arrows out of bows
but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Principles of
Coaching Archery

Volume 1 & 2

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)

Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)

The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)



Helping the Helpers—It’s
Time for Action (Con’t)!
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by Veronica-Mae Soar

Part 7 of a Series

In the first six instalments in this series
designed to help archery club members who are
pressed into service to help beginners shoot for the
first time, I covered some basics and then the
equipment needs we all have to make a success for
a new beginner giving archery a try, then I moved
on to how to get started, including dealing with eye
dominance. Now it is time to get your archer
shooting. 

Oh, and our standard reminder is that if you
find such instruction pleasant, you should consider
getting trained as a coach (it is quite different from
shooting).

We are using as a
guide the form prescrip-
tion of Roger Ascham
from his book Toxophilus
in 1545: “Standyng,
Nockyng, Drawyng,
Holdyng, Loosing, done
as they should be done,
make fayre shooting.” This
advice has been quoted again and again, and with
good reason. It encapsulates all there is to remem-
ber, and holds as good today as it did when he
wrote it. In the last issue we covered “standyng.” In
this issue, we continue.

Nocking
Hand your student their bow and an arrow and talk
them through placing the arrow on the nocking
point. There is no particular way to do this which

is better than another; and several have been used
over the years. However, if you use the simplest
method, your beginner will also place the arrow on
the correct side of the bow. At this stage they have
been known to get this wrong. 

Making sure they are pointing the bow towards
the target, you can show your pupil how to bring
the bow up into a suitable, semi horizontal, posi-
tion roughly at hip height, then take the arrow by
holding it just in front of the feathers, twist it until
the cock feather is uppermost and click it onto the
string.. Inform them about the cock feather and

that it must always be
pointing up away from the
bow. At some time the
subject of what the other
feathers are called may
well arise – when it does,
tell them that in this con-
text ‘cock’ does not mean
cockerel and the other two
are not hens but shaft

feathers. If you are familiar with the rhyme “ride a
cock horse” you may also know that the cock horse
was the leading horse added to the team at the
front when they needed to climb a steep hill. So
this is the leading feather.

Encourage them to carefully curl their three
fingers around the string, one above and two below
the arrow, maintaining a slight gap for the arrow,
and taking the string in the first groove of all three
fingers

“Now you have your beginner
ready to go, as it were, just one

more thing – and this may
sound odd, but you need to

make sure they know how to let
go of the string.”
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Now you have your beginner ready to go, as it
were, just one more thing – and this may sound
odd, but you need to make sure they know how to
let go of the string. I can recount tales from other
coaches who – with a pupil at full draw said “now
let go” and they did - they let go of the bow. Then
again I have had a pupil, told to let the string go,
who has asked how to, and also those who have said
“I can’t.” Releasing a taut
string is not the sort of
thing one does every day,
Thankfully there is a sim-
ple exercise which will
help. 

Let your pupil hold
the bow with arrow
nocked, in a roughly hori-
zontal position at hip
height, with the arrow
pointing slightly downwards. Have them push back
their drawing elbow just a little and then relax the
fingers. Bingo! You can do this a few times until
they have acquired the knack. To encourage the
best action, place your hand on their elbow and ask
them to push your hand away. You will use this
trick again later to help them release from full
draw.

Drawing
The next stage in the shot is open to variation—
how to get from the “prep line” to full draw. In
truth it matters little how the archer reaches the
required position provided the shoulder girdle is
correctly aligned and the right muscles are being
used. At the time I was first instructed, the
favoured method was what we have now come to
refer to as the “V Draw.” The archer held the bow
horizontally at his side, positioned his fingers on
the string and then drew both hands apart equally
as he raised the bow to the shooting position.

The downside of this method is that it is too
easy to also raise the shoulders at the same time,
especially the bow arm shoulder, which means that
the back muscles will not be performing their job
correctly and the shoulder girdle will be out of
alignment. Advocates of this method taught that
having reached full draw the archer then tensed his
back muscles during what they called the “hold,”
but it is questionable whether this was the most
practical or effective action.

Today the draw most favoured—at least for tar-

get and clout shooting—is what is called the “T
Draw,” whereby the archer, with fingers on string,
holds the bow upright towards the target, settles
his bow shoulder down and into the correct posi-
tion and then employs the drawing arm shoulder to
pull the arm around until the required position is
achieved. If executed correctly this means that
everything is correctly aligned.

Now is the time to
remind your pupil of the
position they should be in
at full draw. Demonstrate
the drawing up and the
correct position again
without actually loosing
and also demonstrate what
is meant by “come down”
(in the U.S. this is “let
down” Ed.). When they

try you will be watching that they have a good draw
force line, that line of effort is from the pressure of
the hand on the handle to the drawing elbow; but
if things are not right you may have to ask them to
“come down.” Explain to them that this means to
keep hold of the string, let it move forward gently
and lower the bow. 

Understanding “come down” helps when you
notice that all is not well and you want them to
reverse and start again; but crucially it is also an
important safety feature. Should anything occur
which requires an instant stop to the shooting, the
urgent whistle will alert everyone on the field and
your pupil will know this is the signal to come
down – because you have told them 

In the UK we also have a cry which we use and
is well understood “Fast!” This does not mean
shoot more quickly! It comes from an ancient law
which absolved anyone who accidentally shot a
passer-by whilst shooting on a recognised archery
ground, provided he had first shouted “Fast.” In
those olden days this cry meant “stand fast” or in
other words it was a warning to stand still and not
wander aimlessly across the area where arrows were
about to land. Some folk did, of course, and their
tombstones record their untimely demise. Today,
the general public would have no idea what was
meant, so it is up to archers to remember that in a
modern context it means “Hold fast” or do not
shoot. 

If your pupil finds it hard to find the correct
Continued on the Next Page

“At the time I was first instruct-
ed, the favoured method was
what we have now come to
refer to as the ‘V Draw.’ The

downside of this method is that
it is too easy to also raise the
shoulders at the same time.”
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Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.

Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.

Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!

position—many folk have very poor body aware-
ness, the ability to know where the various parts of
their body are in space—then what you will pro-
duce with a flourish is your jelly bow. This is anoth-
er of the useful items in your kit, although not in
your busy box. Basically it is a long lath about 1½
or 2 inches wide, half an inch thick and about 6 feet
in length. At its centre you will have glued a half
round to form a handle, and at its ends will have
cut notches which hold a length of string. The
amount of effort needed to hold this and pull back
the string is so small as to be virtually nothing (like
bending jelly). With this in hand your pupil can be
eased into the correct line up whilst not being
under any strain. 

Do make sure that before you tap their elbow
to raise it or place your hands on their shoulders to
relax them down that you once again ask them if
they mind you touching them. If you have any
qualms, or they have said they do not want to be
touched, then encourage your pupil into the correct
stance by using verbal cues “elbow up” and by
demonstration “like this.” 

http://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Arrows-Archery-Adult-Beginners/dp/0984886052/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1362238951&sr=1-1&keywords=Shooting+Arrows
http://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Arrows-Archery-Adult-Beginners/dp/0984886052/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1362238951&sr=1-1&keywords=Shooting+Arrows
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All of this is 
included in here!

Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches
can track progress.

The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious anno-
tations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.

The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by chang-
ing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being pro-
vided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!

http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
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Available from Amazon.com

Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road man-
ager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.

Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while
just trying to shoot a few arrows.

If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her jour-
ney. 

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

ConfessionsofanArcheryMom

Need Help Running an Archery Program?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.

Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.

This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Teaching-Archery-Running-Recreational-Instruction/dp/0991332644/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1430618844&sr=1-1&keywords=Teaching+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Teaching-Archery-Running-Recreational-Instruction/dp/0991332644/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1430618844&sr=1-1&keywords=Teaching+Archery
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Man is a tool-making animal. And one tool that’s
had a dramatic impact on human evolution is archery.
Archery is a weapon sport. It also can be a lot of fun.

In November of last year, the First Hollywood
Celebrity Archery Shoot took place in the LA area. It
was a benefit for the National Archery in the Schools
Program (NASP). The event was also meant to help
build bridges between Hollywood and outdoor recre-
ation as well as get more kids to learn a great sport. 

The event took place at a range that had escaped
from the horrific fires that swept through the LA
area. About 60 people attended – celebrities, support-
ing archers who paid to participate, and kids.
Celebrity archers included Frank Stallone, Tim Abell,
Diamond Farnsworth, Foley artist Stacey Michaels,
Dr. Ron Ringo, several new
comers to acting, me, sup-
porting archers competing
for prizes, and some 16 kids
from the IDEA Center
High School NASP team
in El Cajon, CA, and their
archery coach, Logan
Sebela. The kids were great.
They all took home some
prizes and two won new
bows and arrows.

Since being founded in
Kentucky in 2002, NASP has made archery fun, safe,
and engaging for over 18 million students in over
14,000 schools in 47 states, and nearly all Canadian
provinces every year. Currently, over two million 4th-
12th grade kids participate in NASP every year. It is
the largest youth archery program in history, and it’s
growing at 9.3% per year – about 1,000 new schools
join every year. 

Archery can be a lot of fun, but there’s been some
very solid research done on how NASP benefits kids.
When teachers have been surveyed about how NASP
has influenced students, 94% said that NASP® train-
ing is effective in teaching life-time recreational skills,
84% said it increased student confidence, 76%-78%
said it increased student motivation, concentration
and focus; 74% said it helped improve student behav-
ior, 43%-49% said it improved performance and
attendance; 40% felt it increased interest in other
sports; 79% felt it increased interest in target archery,
and 30% said NASP increased interest in other shoot-
ing sports.

The power of archery was obvious from the per-
formance of the kids. Logan said, “We weren’t sure

how popular it was going to
be as a school event but
quite a few students were
asking to shoot more often.
So we ended up starting a
NASP archery club that
shot at lunch twice a week.”

I congratulated Logan
about how his kids were
such good shots. He then
told me a story about one of
the kids that was truly
unexpected. Logan said

that a student came to IDEA Center High last year
as a 9th grader. The student was autistic. And, like
many students with autism, they struggled a great
deal with social interaction and making friends.

The autistic student didn’t talk very much and
would often communicate with gestures as opposed to
words. He said the student was verbal, but felt awk-

Archery Can Help
Heal Autism

by James Swan, Ph.D.

Continued on the Next Page

“The autistic student’s mom was
so excited that the student had
found a group to belong to and
was participating in something

outside of their sketchbook. She
was almost in tears because she

never thought her child would
really belong to anything.”

https://www.archerywire.com/features/1ed4e3cf-9f02-4315-a528-e39ad58f40b6
https://www.archerywire.com/features/1ed4e3cf-9f02-4315-a528-e39ad58f40b6
https://idea.guhsd.net/index.html
https://idea.guhsd.net/index.html
https://idea.guhsd.net/index.html
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Prominent in the 
WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, espe-
cially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

LARRY WISE
ON

COACHING ARCHERY

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)

Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)

The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

www.LarryWise.com
www.LarryWise.com
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ward talking to people. However, looking for a way to
build bridges with fellow students, the autistic student
joined the archery class and loved it.

When the opportunity for the NASP state tour-
nament came up last year, the students wanted to par-
ticipate. They came and did great. They then shot in
another tournament later that year. The autistic stu-
dent’s mom was so excited that the student had found
a group to belong to and was participating in some-
thing outside of their sketchbook. She was almost in
tears because she never thought her child would really
belong to anything. “This is
now the second year of our
program and they are com-
peting with the team,”
Logan added, “Not only
had the new student found
a way to interact with new
friends, but the new student
relaxed, felt more self-con-
fident, and increased artis-
tic skills as well as
becoming a good shot”.

The IDEA Center
High School is a Project
Based Learning (PBL)
school. Its courses center on
students collaborating on a group project rather than
attending 6-8 classes in various subjects every day like
most schools. “Idea Center,” Logan said, “focuses on
innovation, design, exploration, achievement in an
emotionally and academically supportive and safe
environment that develops critical thinking skills,
academic literacy and risk-taking, to achieve academ-
ic, social, and emotional goals through reflection and
self-advocacy as well teaching about archery, which
helps in many ways.

When we exercise, the brain releases certain chemi-
cals which can help alleviate issues such as anxiety and
depression, even if only for defined periods, and
sports can develop fitness, develop skills and improve
self-esteem. Sports can also increase stress, but, I’d
never heard of archery being a potential force of heal-
ing something like autism. 

Autism, or autism spectrum disorder (ASD), is a
broad range of conditions characterized by challenges
with social skills, repetitive behaviors, speech and
nonverbal communication. According to the Center
for Disease Control (CDC), autism affects an esti-
mated 1 in 59 children in the United States today.  It

can involve symptoms like difficulty speaking and
communicating, clumsiness, and sensory difficulties
resulting in impaired social interaction. However, in
some cases of autism a savant might be able to multi-
ply large numbers in their head, play a piano concerto
after hearing it once, or quickly memorizing complex
maps.

Shooting sports in general will develop skills of
concentration, which builds self-esteem.  Archery,
however, requires physical skills as well as mental and
emotional concentration that enables one to focus on

mind and body to accom-
plishing something. And,
it’s very safe. In the history
of NASP, Roy Grimes, who
created NASP, says that
there’s been only one inci-
dent of an arrow bouncing
back off a target where it hit
a kid in the leg, and no
harm was done.

Studies of serious
firearms competitors find
examples of some athletes
suffering from stress.
Certainly the overall atti-
tude of a group of kids

shooting archery in a NASP team helps reduce stress,
but I wondered if there’s something special about
archery, so I began searching online and discovered
many articles of examples of archery being a healing
force, as well as enjoyable recreation. Here is one
example: Archery for Autism. 

"What happens with kids with autism is they
develop fixations," Cathie Pratt says. "Those fixations
can help establish a connection, help establish a rap-
port, help encourage communication and socializa-
tion." (Source: here)

I found another bull’s-eye article about archery
and Aspergers’s, which is a form of autism (here).

Archery isn’t the only sport that can help people
with autism, but it sure looks like it can. And, archery
helps people get outdoors more often and helps them
feel better and enables one to tap into instincts that
have been part of human nature for thousands of
years, which is definitely healing.

“Certainly the overall attitude of
a group of kids shooting archery

in a NASP team helps reduce
stress, but I wondered if there’s

something special about
archery, so I began searching
online and discovered many

articles of examples of archery
being a healing force, as well as

enjoyable recreation.”

https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/autism/facts.html
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/autism/facts.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/0022399980900197
https://www.bow-international.com/features/archery-for-autism/
https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/local/indiana/2014/04/20/club-teaches-archery-life-skills-kids-autism/7950251/
https://legendarchery.com/blogs/archery-bowhunting-blog/34202372-archery-works-wonders-for-mental-health-issues
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!

There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-
ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?

In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.

Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and bal-
anced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effec-
tively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.

Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
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AER Articles for Archers/Coaches

Getting Serious:You
Need This Book

Well, some of you possibly not, but most of
you, coaches and archers alike, need to have this
book in your toolbox.

The reason is fairly simple: this book has step-
by-step procedures, with photos, for every com-
mon archery craft process you need to be able to
do. Major sections include: Working With Arrows
(including insalling and replacing nocks, fletching
arrows, cutting arrows, installing points, and
checking arrows), Working With Strings  (includ-
ing replacing center servings, tying on nocking
point oocatos, adding  D-loop, nock fitting, peep
sight and kisser button installation, and more),
Working with Sights (inclusing setting up and
aligning them, getting more distance, changing
sights and pins withoputout losing your sight
marks, and more), and Working With Plungers
(including matching the characteristics of two
plungers—primary and back-up).

You can see from the photo that numerous
photos are used to illustrate the directions (with
arrows and captions, oh my!) And I love the fact
that the book is spiral bound and lies flat when
opened to any page (see photo overleaf ). Imagine
trying to follow instructions in a perfect bound
book that keeps trying to close itself, when you put
it down!

The writing is clear and often mentions that
various tools are used for these tasks, often with
different designs, so consulting a manufacturer’s
instructions for your tools, jigs, etc. is important.

This book is now in a second edition and is
available from Lancaster Archery Supply and on
their https://quintessentialarchery.com website . . .
and it isn’t expensive.

Ruth Rowe is a former Olympian and has

medalled at the workd Championships and Pan
American Games and is a coach of long standing
on the U.S. east coast. Alan Anderson is a lifelong
archer and contributor of ideas, illustrations, and
photos for this project.

Continued on the Next Page
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The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)

Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)

The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Want Lots More on Coaching Archery?

Available from Amazon.com

Two new collections of essays on coaching archery from Coach
Steve Ruis, guaranteed to stir your coaching juices and get you
thinking. Many of these essays have not been published before so
here is the only place you
will find them. These
essays are addressed to
coaches of all levels, so if
you enjoyed Coaching
Archery, More on
Coaching Archery, Even
More on Coaching
Archery, or Still More
on Coaching Archery,
you will like these, too.

The Watching Arrows
Fly Coaching Library is

a effort to supply archery coaches with a liter-
ature, not just on the shooting of arrows out
of bows but on how to coach people to do
that better.
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Do You Love Archery History?

The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.

More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.

Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.

Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the 
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision 
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.

Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com

1
2
3

https://www.amazon.com/Young-Archery-Hugh-D-H-Soar/dp/0991332679/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1535637641&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Young+at+Archery
https://www.amazon.com/Young-Archery-Hugh-D-H-Soar/dp/0991332679/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1535637641&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Young+at+Archery
www.archeryfocus.com


The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly

Coaching Library

Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)

by Larry Wise
For compound and 

bowhunting coaches.

Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)

by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their

area of experise and beginning-to-
intermediate coaches.

Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)

by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.

More on Coaching Archery
(2010)

by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.

Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis

For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles

ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti

For compound archers 
wanting to be 
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)

by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3-

D archers.

Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis

For archers wanting to learn how
to win.

Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis

Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.

Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)

by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping

with three boys, all
outstanding archers.

Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis

Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.

Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis

Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better

and how they can.

A Parent’s Guide to
Archery (2010)
by Steve Ruis

Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

All  T i t les Avai lable on Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
http://www.amazon.com/Larry-Wise-Coaching-Archery/dp/0991332628/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1404227343&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr
http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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